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Hourly Summary Time Entry

Elements

Five pay elements are available for use in the Hourly Summary Time Entry window, but not all elements are available for each employee.

- **Generic Work Study** can be used only for students on a work-study assignment.
- **Time Entry Wages** can be thought of as ‘regular’ hourly wages. This element is used for student hourly, state classified hourly, and non-student hourly employees.
- **Food Service** is available only for employees working for Housing or Residential Dining in a dining hall.
- **Overtime** is available only to overtime-eligible hourly employees.
- **Shift Pay Differential** is available only to eligible State Classified Hourly employees.
**Timefile**

The payroll schedules, available on the HRS website (www.hrs.colostate.edu) under Payroll, include the pay period begin date, end date, and time file creation date, as well as other useful information. They indicate when the timefiles are available for you to enter hours and when they must be complete.

Additional information on overtime, shift pay, and work-study can be found later in this unit.

1. **From the Navigator menu, open Hourly Summary Time Entry.**

![Hourly Summary Time Entry](image)

2. The employees for whom you may enter hours appear sorted by Employee Name.

   The Sort By radio buttons in the top left corner of the screen allow you to sort by several fields.
3. If an employee you recently hired does not appear in the batch, click the green plus sign on the toolbar (or press Ctrl-down-arrow) to add a new line. Type the employee’s last name in the Employee Name field and press Tab.

4. Select the appropriate element from the LOV.

5. Enter the number of hours worked.

6. If an employee has only one account listed in his Labor Schedule, the Account column automatically populates.

   If there is more than one account in the employee’s labor schedule the field will remain empty. Enter the correct account number or choose it from the LOV. Only accounts which exist in the employee’s labor schedule and are active may be used.

   To pay from a different account, you may add an account to the Labor Schedule. It will be available for use immediately. (Please refer to Unit 7: Labor Distribution.)

7. To divide an employee’s hours among two or more accounts, click on the employee’s line and then click on the Duplicate button in the upper right corner. You may choose a different account for each line.

8. For hours earned during the current pay period, the Date Earned field remains blank.

   To pay hours earned during a previous pay period, enter the hours worked, as above (creating a duplicate line, if necessary). In the Date Earned column, use the LOV to choose the appropriate pay period end date.
9. You may save your work at any time and return to the timefile later to enter additional lines or make corrections.

10. When you are finished entering hours, enter the total number of hours in this batch in the Total Hours field.

Employee names that appear in red indicate that the employee has an assignment in another department. To view the hours entered so far for that employee by all departments for the pay period in which you are entering hours, click on the employee’s name, and then click the View All Jobs button. This will help you determine if the employee has worked more than 80 hours in this pay period.

When necessary, Payroll will determine which department is responsible for overtime pay for hours worked in excess of 40 per week accrued between two or more assignments.

11. Click Validate.

12. If Oracle finds an error in the batch, the Messages window will open and list all errors found. After you have corrected them, click Validate.
13. When a batch is validated successfully, the Time Entry report will open for you to print or save, if needed.

To view or print the Time Entry report at any time after it has been generated, go to Processes and Reports -> View Requests. Click Find on the Find Requests screen. Select the Time Entry report (the most current report is the one nearest the top of the list) and click View Output.

8. Each line in the batch will be marked with a green V now. The batch Status, listed at the top of the window will read ‘Valid’.

9. You may make changes to the batch at any time until the batches have been transferred for payroll processing.

If you do make changes, you must revalidate the batch even though the Status may still read Valid.
Salary Summary Time Entry

Elements

Five pay elements are available for use in the Salary Summary Time Entry window, but not all elements are available for each employee.

- **Excess Reg Hours** are available only for part-time State Classified salaried employees who work extra hours, up to 40 total, in one week.
- **Overtime** is available only to overtime-eligible (non-exempt) State Classified salaried employees and is used for hours worked in excess of 40 per week.
- **Shift Pay Differentials** are available only to State Classified salaried employees eligible for Shift Pay.
- **On Call Hours** are available only to employees in certain salaried State Classified positions.
- **Food Service** is available only for employees working in Housing or Residential Dining in the dining halls.

Timefile

Salary Summary Time batches are available beginning on the first working day of each month. Entries for excess regular hours, overtime, shift pay, and on-call hours worked during the previous month should be entered in time for the transfer of salaried time files from departments to HRS.

Activity for **previous** months only should be entered in the salaried time file.

1. From the Navigator menu, open Salary Summary Time Entry.
2. When the CSU Salary Summary Time Entry window displays, check the Batch field at the top of the window. Enter hours earned prior to this month.

3. Type the employee’s last name in the Employee Name column and press Tab.

   The Employee Name, Asg. No., and Assignment Info columns automatically populate. If the employee has more than one assignment in your department, choose the correct one from the list that appears.

4. To list all of your salaried employees, click the All Employees button.

5. Click in the Element Name column and choose the appropriate element from the LOV. Click OK.
6. In the Hours column, enter the number of hours that the employee earned for this element.

Employee names that appear in red indicate that the employee has an assignment in another department. To view the hours entered so far for that employee by all departments for the pay period in which you are entering hours, highlight the employee’s name by clicking on it, and then click the View All Jobs button.

Payroll will determine which department is responsible for overtime pay for hours worked in excess of 40 per week accrued between two or more assignments.

7. If an employee has only one account listed in his Labor Schedule, the Account column will automatically populate. If there is more than one account in the employee’s labor schedule the field will remain empty. Use the Account field’s LOV to select the correct account.

Only accounts which exist in the employee’s labor schedule and are active may be used. If necessary, you may add an account to the Labor Schedule and it will be available immediately. (Please refer to Unit 7: Labor Distribution.)

8. To divide the hours among two or more accounts, create an additional line for the employee by clicking on the employee’s line and then the Duplicate button in the upper right corner. You may choose a different account for each line.

9. Use the Date Earned column’s LOV to select the pay period in which the hours were earned.

10. After entering hours for all applicable employees, add the total number of hours in this batch and enter it in the Total Hours field at the top of the screen. Click Validate.

If Oracle finds an error in the batch, the Messages window will open and list all errors found. After you have corrected them, click Validate again.

11. When a batch has validated successfully, the Time Entry report will open, the Time Entry window’s Status field reads ‘Valid’, and the Status column for each employee has a green ‘V’ in it.

Batches must be validated before the transfer process runs. Batches which have a status of Unprocessed or Error will not transfer. After the transfer runs, you will not be able to make changes to the batch.

If you have validated a batch, and then make any change, adjust the total hours, if necessary, and validate the batch again. Even though the Status column still says ‘Valid’, nothing from the batch will transfer if the batch is not revalidated.
To allow a PC to function as a timeclock, you can install TeraTerm Pro from ACNS’s website. This program interfaces with Oracle to track employees’ start times, end times, account numbers, and overtime. It eliminates the need to manually enter time in Oracle.

More information on timeclock setup and configurations for LAN managers can be found on the HRS website at http://www.hrs.colostate.edu/datasys/timeclocks.html.

1. **Before an employee can use a timeclock, two items on the CSU Timeclock Locations screen must match his assignment information:**

   Location - this location must appear on the employee’s Assignment screen in the Location field.
   
   Account - The list of projects in the Location Projects-Project Name block correspond to the timeclock selected at the top of the screen. In order for an employee to use this timeclock, he must have one or more of these accounts in his labor schedule. (Please refer to Unit 7: Labor Distribution.)

2. Additionally, the employee’s assignment must have a valid I-9, be active, and be either Pending Approval or Approved.

3. To clock in, the employee can to either swipe his ID card (if there is a barcode device attached to the PC) or enter his CSU ID and press Enter.
4. If the employee has more than one assignment in your department, he will be given a list of jobs to choose from.

5. If the job has more than one account number (project), the employee will be given a list of accounts to choose from.

6. A window displays the job clocked in, as well as information about the hours the employee has earned in this job during the current pay period.

7. Pressing Enter leaves the PC prepared for the next employee.
8. When the employee enters his SSN again, he can press F1 to clock out or F2 to remain clocked in.

9. If he presses F1 to clock out, the screen states that the employee has clocked out and displays the total hours that the employee has worked during the current pay period.

10. To close the program, type ‘exit’.
Approving Timeclock Entries

Time logged using a timeclock requires approval from a timeclock supervisor before the employee can be paid for this time. A supervisor is an individual given permission in Oracle to approve time recorded on specific timeclocks for specific accounts.

1. From the Navigator menu, open CSU Timecard Approval.

2. The Timecard Approval screen displays, one at a time, each employee for which the user is an approver.

A few fields may appear in red to alert you of certain conditions.
- The Date In field will display in red if two entries overlap.
- The Time field will display in red if it is greater than 8 hours.
- The Assignment field will display in red if the assignment has been suspended.

Please print this employee’s timecard, delete the entries from the timeclock, and submit the timesheet to Kat McDonald in Payroll for hand-loading.
3. To approve a line, click in the Approved? checkbox to the left of each entry. Each line must be approved in order for the employee to be paid for it.

   To view an employee’s unapproved hours only, check the Unapproved Only? checkbox in the lower left corner of the screen.

4. Click the up and down arrows to the left of the employee name to scroll through the employees.

   Instead of scrolling through the employees, you can use the Search Criteria button in the upper right corner to find a particular employee or to reduce your list to those employees who clock in on a particular project.

5. Hours may be sorted in forward or reverse chronological order by using the Timecard Sorted options at the bottom of the screen.

6. The three fields to the left of the Search Criteria button keep track of approved hours for each of the two weeks of the current pay period, as well as the total approved hours that are ready to be picked up by payroll.

   The total hours may be more than the sum of the two weeks listed if there are hours from other pay periods which have been approved but not yet picked up for processing.

   During the first week of a new pay period, the Week 1 and 2 totals will calculate as if we are still in the previous pay period. This is designed to assist approvers in finishing up with the previous pay period’s approvals.

   The approved lines will be removed from this screen when the batches are electronically picked up by Payroll. The unapproved lines will remain here until they are either approved or deleted.

7. If necessary, the supervisor can edit the times, dates, project, element, or assignment recorded in case an employee clocked in incorrectly.

   To change any of these fields, click in the field and use the list of values to select the appropriate value.

   The Meal? column is applicable for Housing and Food Services employees only.
The **Print Timecard** button allows you to view and print a timecard of the approved hours for the employee being viewed on screen.

The **Timecard History** button lists the recent pay periods for which this employee had timecards. To print one of the cards, click the Print button to the right of the desired pay period.

The following reports may be printed through Processes and Reports -> Submit Processes and Reports -> Single Request:

- Shifts Over Eight Hours
- Timecards
- Timeclock Audit Report
- Timeclock Overtime Report
- Timeclock Project Report
- Unapproved Timeclock Hours